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Tips for Creating Great Political Creatives for Emailing! 

Content and Images 

1. Flow:   
a. Put your candidates name, the issue you are promoting or what you need the constituents to do at the 

beginning of your creative.  Can also be a phrase to make them think… “Make it your business…” 
b. Stress dates and locations next with the link to click… The place for the link to be “above the fold” at the 

top 1/3.  
c. Details come next…  the why. 
d. Last - end up with a reiteration of  (a) above in a different way. Include in your footer your sponsors or 

other information. Do not include the name of your organization or address. That will be done by the 
email server team as well as adding subscribe and unsubscribe notices as required by law for double 
opt-in mailings.   

e. Simple dividers work best to contain an idea or section (Backgrounds and borders are lost on about a 
1/3 of your constituents because of their mail programs or browsers). These dividers should actually 
images. 

2. Content:   
a. Keep the message short and sweet. Think bullets not paragraphs. You can always send them to a link to 

read more.  
b. Keep it positive… use words like “make”, “do”, “vote”,” work”, “Can”, “will” and not the words “can’t”, 

“won’t”, “isn’t”, “not”, “should not”, etc. These register in the brain psychologically and turn the reader 
off before you even start the message. Use the best possible images to represent what you are saying. 

3. Colors:   
a. It just so happens that Red and Blue are the political colors… make sure you don’t get carried away with 

using them.  
b. Do though understand what the hues of red and blue convey. Red is action fire passion – also a hot topic 

– heated and warm think fire and hearth. Blue is solemn, traditional, calming more trustworthy yet can 
be considered sedate, cold and boring.  Best to use more blue with a little of red.   

c. Also use different hues of red and blue not the standard fire engine red and hyperlink bright blue – think 
dusky red with light blue.  Or deep purple blue with almost light coral red. 

d. Nice to add an extra color whether it is warm gold or cool gray as a complement. 
4. Text:   

a. Use either  ‘Times’ or ‘Arial’ type because you can be sure all browsers and systems (PC, MAC, LINUX) 
will see these two fonts.  There are only 10 fonts that both Mac and PC see the same.  

b. Vary the size of your lettering and incorporate both font families in one creative for interest.  Be 
consistent though if you do use them… all headers or large type in one style of font. Gives it cohesion. 

c. Smaller letters under 10pt are better for legibility in Arial font. 
d. Use black or dark lettering for main content on white background in case your background does drop 

out and it will in IE. 
5. Images:   

a. Images should only be 30% of the entire creative and should not be one large picture. Best to 
intersperse smaller images throughout. They are there to draw the eye not be the entire message.  

b. Images should be saved at the pixel height and width you will use in the emailer and in low resolution 72 
dpi for the web. 

c. Small images :  90 x 150 pixels  in size – 10 KB in file size.   
d. Medium images :  250 x 300 pixels  in size – 25 KB in file size.  
e. Large images: 650 x 400 pixels  in size – 40-50 KB in file size.   
f. Naming of images files should be detailed, “ABC-top-header.jpg” and not general like “header.jpg” 

especially if you will have more than one creative. It will make if easy to find your images if you use a 
prefix for naming like “20120819-ABC-header-top.jpg”. 
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g. Last, DO NOT LEAVE SPACES IN YOUR FILE NAMES when naming.  Use a hyphen or underscore.  For 
example:  bad practice to name files “ABC header top.jpg”  use “ABC-header-top.jpg” . Machine code 
has a tendency to add code in for spaces and it can create problems. 

 
HTML Coding   
1. All Links and Images must have full URLs – http://yourdomain.com/filename.htm or .jpg 
2. Less quantity of coding and the more streamlined the coding is, the less chance for errors and the faster it will 

load. 
3. Do not use separate or main style sheet for css type coding. <style type=”text/css”>styles…</style>. Put the style 

directly into the <p> tag  <p style=”style…”>words or image</p> Style sheets at the beginning get lost on some 
servers. 

4. Overall format:  

 Use a table to contain “the whole” of your emailer with a width of 600-700 pixels and whether you want it 
centered or not.  Cellspacing, cellpadding and border all will =”0”. Don’t forget to end the table at the 
bottom of your code with </td></tr></table> 

 Table backgrounds do not always work in IE. Firefox they do. So keep that in mind with respect to text color 
as mentioned in #4 above. If you have to use a background, try using a <div style=”background-
color:#aaaaaa;”>your content</div>. Otherwise the safetest bet is to use an image. 

 Makes sure if you use tables throughout your email you check the alignment within the cells <td  
align=”(left, right or center)”  or valign=”(top, bottom, absmiddle)”</td> 

5. Text and Paragraphs: 

 To define your text for fonts use the coding <p style=”font-family: (name of font); font-size: 12pt;”>your 
text</p> 

 To have more than one size or type of font on a line, use the <span style=” font info”> 
6. Images:  

 Best to put borders=”0” on images, so you don’t get borders on mouseover.  

 You can add style=” to add padding” to <img src> tag to add padding around image. 

 If you want to float an image left or right with text flowing around it, place it in a nested table. If you try 
using the <div> tag to float: left or float: right in emails will sometimes screw up as the width of the window 
on the email browser varies.   

 Because you have sized your images to the proper width and height, you only need to include one size 
element – whichever is the important one for you and the other size will be relative to the other size.  
Ex.  <p style=”text-align:center;”><img src=”http://yourdomain.com/images/header-image3.jpg” 
width=”50” border=”0”></p>  Centers the image. 

 Use Alternate text on the image to define “promo for special click here” if images are blocked and people 
will know what to do. DO NOT enter another link or long codes as it will consider these spam. 

7. Links:  

 For hyperlinks, use tag:  <a href=”link”>text or image hyperlink</a>, no need to use target reference in an 
email. 

 For images, full URLs are required which link it to the image or your webpage or landing page,  if you are 
hosting  your own images.  If you are not hosting your own images, then put the name of the image file itself 
(header-image3.jpg) where the image would be and send the file named “header-image3.jpg” with your 
creative. File names must match so they will be easy to find.  Examples would be:  

 You are hosting your own…  <img src=”http://yourdomain.com/images/header-image3.jpg” 
width=”50” height=”75” border=”0” style=”text-align:left; padding: 3px 15px 3px 3px;”> 

 You have elected for your emailer to be hosted…  <img src=”header-image3.jpg” width=”50” 
height=”75” border=”0” style=”text-align:left; padding: 3px 15px 3px 3px;”> 

 When copying a link to paste in make sure you copy of the whole link and do not have a carriage return in 
the middle of the code or it may not work. 

8. Self Hosting with your Creative: 
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 If you are hosting your own webpage or landing page, then you must upload it to the server and it must be 
active on your server.   

 You can use that page to test your creative before sending us the code.  

 Remember to enter a <meta>title for your page in the html code for the webpage. Usually it is your name 
and the subject line of the creative emailer. 

 The webpage URL becomes the creative email URL link. Include that link in your email to us. 

 Also, that link will be placed at the top of the page with the line <p style=”text-align: center; margin: 5px 
auto; font-size: 10pt; font-family: Arial; color: #ccc;”>If you can’t properly see this e-mail, you can view it on 
the web by  <a href=”YOUR WEBPAGE URL”>clicking here</a>.</p> 

 All images must reside on your server or a server somewhere to show up in the email.  

 Also send your subject line for use with the emailing of your creative. 

 Creative info must be received by us no less than 48 hrs before deployment. 
9. Third Party Hosting with your Creative: 

 If you are having us host your creative on our webpage/landing page on our server, then you must include 
all code AND attach images in your email to us for use with your creative.  

 You also need to include a “copy” or representation  of what the creative should look like.  

 Include a list of the hyperlinks being used in the creative if being directed elsewhere.  I.e. where do you want 
people to go from the website.  

 Also include the subject line for the creative’s emailer. 

 Also include your website and name and address to add to the bottom of the webpage to redirect if they 
have any questions . 

 Include any other links you would like to use on the webpage/landing page in the email you send to us – DO 
NOT include it in the code. 

 Creative info must be received by us no less than 48 hrs before deployment. 
10. Third Party Hosting with OUR Creative: 

 Describe or send a picture of the creative you would like to send out. 

 Include as an attachment any images you would like to include.  We have the option for you to use an ftp to 
upload for your files to our website. You can request this feature and we can set that up for you. 

 Include a list of the hyperlinks being used in the creative if being directed elsewhere.  I.e. where do you want 
people to go from our website.  

 Include the subject line for the creative’s emailer. 

 Also include your website and name and address to add to the bottom of the webpage to redirect if they 
have any questions.  

 Include any other links you would like to include on the webpage/landing page but not in the creative 
emailer. 

 Creative info must be received by us no less than 48 hrs before deployment. 


